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1. During the Battle of Ayram Alusìng, why is Norm forced to jump back to his real body and continue the 
fight as a human?

2. Who is shot and falls to the below forest in a valiant attempt to take down the shuttle carrying the 
explosives?

3. Who is outgunned and killed while trying to protect Jake from Quaritch's Dragon Assault Ship?

4. Responding to Jake's earlier plea to Eywa for help, what strikes back in force?

5. During the wildlife's attack on the ground, WHAT approaches Neytiri and offers her to ride it, which she 
accepts by bonding with it?

6. Finding the camp containing the avatar pods by chance, WHO attempts to destroy Jake's body but Neytiri 
and her Thanator attack him?

7. What does Quaritch use to kill Neytiri's Thanator?

8. Who kills Colonel Quaritch and what is used to kill him?

9. A dying Tsu-tey passes his leadership of the Omatikaya clan onto who?

10. What do the Na'vi do with the majority of the surviving RDA personnel?

11. While being exiled with the rest of the RDA, Selfridge approaches Jake and says what to him?

12. Jake decides to stay in his avatar form and returns to the Tree of Souls to undergo what?
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Quizmaster Answers
1. His avatar is shot
2. Tsu’tey
3. Trudy
4. Pandora's native wildlife
5. A Thanator
6. Quaritch 

7. His AMP suit
8. Neytiri with two arrows
9. Jake
10. Send them back to Earth
11. You Know This Isn't Over
12. The consciousness transfer
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1. During the Battle of Ayram Alusìng, why is Norm forced to jump back to his real body and continue the 
fight as a human?

2. Who is shot and falls to the below forest in a valiant attempt to take down the shuttle carrying the 
explosives?

3. Who is outgunned and killed while trying to protect Jake from Quaritch's Dragon Assault Ship?

4. Responding to Jake's earlier plea to Eywa for help, what strikes back in force?

5. During the wildlife's attack on the ground, WHAT approaches Neytiri and offers her to ride it, which she 
accepts by bonding with it?

6. Finding the camp containing the avatar pods by chance, WHO attempts to destroy Jake's body but Neytiri 
and her Thanator attack him?

7. What does Quaritch use to kill Neytiri's Thanator?

8. Who kills Colonel Quaritch and what is used to kill him?

9. A dying Tsu-tey passes his leadership of the Omatikaya clan onto who?

10. What do the Na'vi do with the majority of the surviving RDA personnel?

11. While being exiled with the rest of the RDA, Selfridge approaches Jake and says what to him?

12. Jake decides to stay in his avatar form and returns to the Tree of Souls to undergo what?
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